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The Complete Collection Skylanders Universe
Features the heroes from Skylands, including Spyro, as they embark on a series of adventures.
The legendary video game character Spyro the Dragon--star of the Skylanders universe--is featured in
this first in a series of 80-page handbooks, which focus on all the elemental Skylander tribes and their
unique and mystical characters.
Collects a three-dimensional poster, stickers, and three books, including "Hot dog's quiz quest,"
which quizzes readers on their knowledge of the Skylanders universe.
Featuring more than 1,000 stickers of characters and items from the popular gamesSkylanders
Spyro's Adventure™ and Skylanders Giants™, this Ultimate Sticker Collection is sure to appeal to
young gamers everywhere. Fans of Spyro, Trigger Happy, Gill Grunt, and more can use the stickers to
create their very own stories and scenes from the exciting and ever-growing universe of Skylands.
Fans can continue their exploration into the world of Skylanders with this second title in the Book of
Elements series: Fire & Water. These 80-page handbooks focus on all the elemental Skylander tribes
and their unique and mystical characters.
Hot Dog's Quiz Quest
Cynder Confronts the Weather Wizard
The Machine of Doom
Spyro Versus the Mega Monsters
Skylanders Universe Mad Libs

He might be one of Skylands' fieriest characters, but even Eruptor feels a chill in his bones when he sees his
own double frozen in ice! What starts with a cold snap leads to a red-hot adventure as everyone's favourite
Lava Monster takes on a nightmarish opponent. The secrets of the Mask of Power unfold further in this
seventh thrilling tale based on the characters from the hit Skylanders game world.
The race is on to reach the final segment of the Mask of Power! Can Kaos be stopped from piecing the Mask
together and using it to terrorize Skylands? There's one giggling, goldslinging gremlin who sure thinks so!
Join Trigger Happy and the other heroic Skylanders in this thrilling conclusion to the Mask of Power story
series.
The Skylanders Ultimate Search-and-Find will keep you busy for hours!Oh no! Something terrible has
happened! The evil Kaos has cast a wicked spell upon the Portals of Power, and has used them to scatter
Master Eon's most cherished magical instruments across the furthest corners of Skylands. Kaos has sent his
minions out to gather the lost items - so you must find them first!Based on the smash-hit Skylanders video
games, this fun-packed adventure combines detailed mazes with search-and-find activities to send the
budding young Portal Master on an incredible quest. Each crowded scene includes a new collection of
characters and items to spot, including the Skylanders themselves. So keep your eyes peeled - all of
Skylands is depending on you!
Lightning Rod, the hero of the clouds, travels beyond the Sea of Storms to battle the Cyclops Queen.
Master Eon's Official Guide to Skylands' swappable, unstoppable new heroes: the Skylanders SWAP Force!
Join the Skylanders' ethereal leader as he guides you through the heroes, villains, places and power-ups to
be found in this magical realm. Packed with hints and tips, and with a bit of myth and legend thrown in for
good measure, this is the ultimate companion to the hotly-anticipated third installment of the Skylanders
video game series.Master Eon's Official Guide also comes with a free, exclusive augmented reality feature,
allowing readers to view all 256 SWAP Force character combinations on their smart phones or tablets.
Book of Kaos
Skylanders Mask of Power: Eruptor Meets the Nightmare King
Portal Master Handbook
Skylanders Universe Chronicles
Skylanders Universe Ultimate Box Set
A powerful new threat challenges the stability of Skylands, and only its greatest champions can save the day. Together, Spyro,
Gill Grunt, and Eruptor must embark on a courageous mission to stop the maniacal Kaos from taking control of the giant,
ancient, and deadly weapon that could bring an end to all of Skylands.
Presents an official guide to the video game and toy experience and is the definitive source for learning all about the realms
and characters of the Skylanders universe.
The #1 Kids’ Video Game! Swap Force is the third new game in the Skylanders franchise and this official guide is the
definitive source for all the new realms and characters. At 176 pages, it is packed full of secretsand tips for navigating the
exciting new world of Skylanders Swap Force. A fold-out full-color poster will be included.
Super-sized critters are popping up and causing havoc all over Skylands! Spyro and his fellow Skylanders set out on a
mission to work out what's going on and save the day - but it seems the scheming Kaos is intent on beating them to it. Based
on the characters from the smash hit Skylanders video game, Spyro versus the Mega Monsters is the very first novel in the
new Mask of Power story series.
Hugo and Flynn are your guides to the hidden secrets of Air and Earth: two of the vital Elements that make up the incredible
world of the Skylanders. Featuring stories, trivia and bags of information on Skylands heroes including Free Ranger, Pop
Thorn, Rubble Rouser and Slobber Tooth, as well as old favourites such as Jet-Vac and Terrafin. This is the fourth release
from the highly collectible Skylanders Book of Elements series. Complete the set with Magic & Tech, Fire & Water and Life
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& Undead.
Air and Earth
Skylanders Mask of Power: Spyro versus the Mega Monsters
Book of Elements: Fire & Water
Master Eon's Official Guide
Skylanders Universe Ultimate Sticker Collection

Join Spyro, Pop Fizz, Trigger Happy, Stealth Elf, and more of your favorite characters in these brand new Skylanders adventures! Discover the history of
the Trap Masters and Kaos’ plot for Traptanium that ties right into the new game.
Become the ultimate Skylands expert with this detailed A-Z of the Skylanders' world. Complete with an exclusive Gill Runt side-kick toy (Australian
exclusive) which actually works in the video game, plus a fold-out extra goodie, this is the ultimate gift for any Skylanders fan.
Spyro versus the Mega Monsters is the first in an ongoing Mask of Power series of original novels set in the Skylanders universe. These all new stories
feature favorite characters from Spyro’s Adventure, Giants and beyond.
Skylanders Universe: The Complete Collection contains every single Skylander in one book! For the first time ever, Skylanders fans can look up their
heroes from all three smash-hit video games, including SWAP Force! Includes character bios, battle cries and all 256 possible SWAP Force character
combinations.
Skylanders was the #1 kids video game in 2011. It is a revolutionary new experience that allows kids to bring real-world characters to life in a video game.
These books expand upon the Skylanders world to create a unique and truly enjoyable reading experience This Level 3 easy-to-read title features an
original, illustrated story set in the world of the exciting new video game, Skylanders: Giants.
A-Z of Skylands
Book of Elements: Magic & Tech
Air & Earth
One Book, 321 Skylanders
The Mask of Power: Gill Grunt and the Curse of the Fish Master #2

Based on the characters from the smash hit Skylanders video games, Stump Smash Crosses the Bone Dragon is the sixth installment of the
exciting and hilarious Mask of Power series. The Giggling Forest has been reduced to tears, the Skylanders have been double-crossed and
Master Eon has been kidnapped! Step forward Stump Smash to head into battle - against one seriously angry dragon!
Discover the hidden secrets of Life and Undead: two of the vital Elements that make up the incredible world of the Skylanders. Featuring
stories, trivia and bags of information on Skylands heroes including Tree Rex, Fright Rider, Stealth Elf and Cynder.
Eye-Brawl sneaks into Captain Blubberbeard's ship, but can the brothers defeat the captain and stop the factory before Skylands is
submerged underwater forever? Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Spotlight is a division of ABDO.
Know your enemy! Fans of the Skylanders games can learn everything there is to know about Kaos and his crew of villains in this 80-page
handbook. This book follows the popular Book of Elements series, which explored the magical Elements that give Skylanders their power.
Now, readers will find out what makes Kaos tick, and use their new knowledge to stand against his armies in battle.
Zook and Cynder relax on the beach but they must also travel to the Isle of the Undead to unlock the dark secret hiding behind the storm
clouds.
Mask of Power
Skylanders: The Kaos Trap
Skylanders Trap Team: Master Eon's Official Guide
The Complete Collection
Life and Undead
"Includes characters from Skylanders Spyro's Adventure, Skylanders Giants, Skylanders SWAP
Force, and Skylanders Trap Team"--Front cover.
Step into the Skylanders universe and discover the epic tales of the Skylanders Want to find out
more about the Arkeyan Conquertron or how trolls fight? Skylanders Universe: The Skylanders
Chronicles is the ultimate guide to Skylands, covering all three Skylanders games in
unparalleled detail and telling you everything you ever wanted to know about the Skylanders
universe. You'll meet the Skylanders' allies and enemies, discover ancient mysteries and learn
amazing facts about your favourite heroes. New artwork, specially commissioned for this book,
shows the Skylanders in action and displays key Skylanders themes in unrivalled detail. Created
in full collaboration with Activision Skylanders Universe: The Skylanders Chronicles is perfect
for all fans of the Skylanders video game series.
Bring the Skylanders to life with this jam-packed sticker book, featuring Spyro, Trigger Happy,
Gill Grunt and many more characters from the ground-breaking video game.
An activity book that features games, puzzles, activities, character profiles, and a Skylanders
Universe comic.
Over 1,000 reusable stickers of your favourite Skylanders heroes Skylanders Universe Ultimate
Sticker Collection features over 1,000 reusable stickers, so you'll always have fun exploring
the magical world of Skylanders. This bumper sticker book includes all of your favourite
Skylanders characters, from Master Eon and Spyro to Terrafin, Stealth Elf and many more, so hop
through the Portal of Power® and meet them all. Colourful scenes are waiting for you to add
stickers as you create your own Skylanders stories, or simply follow the paths of the heroes and
villains that make up the many different realms of the game. Also featuring characters and
scenes from the new game, Skylanders Giants, Skylanders Universe Ultimate Sticker Collection is
perfect for fans of this fantastic game.
Skylanders Universe
Dive, Dive, Dive!
Spyro and the Giants
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Quiz and Activity Book
Features activities and quizzes that test the reader's knowledge of the Skylanders Universe.
Fans can continue their exploration into the world of Skylanders with this fourth title in the Book of Elements
series: Air & Earth. These 80-page handbooks focus on all the elemental Skylander tribes and their unique and
mystical characters.
Gill Grunt embarks on a series of adventures to save the Skylanders realm from danger.
Enter Skylands with this exciting and interactive guidebook to the world of Activision's Skylanders™ video game
franchise, including its newest release, Skylanders™ Imaginators. Get to know all about the Skyalnders with this
fun and interactive guidebook that takes readers deep into Skylands. Featuring notes on heroes, senseis,
villains (including a shout-out from Kaos himself!), and more, Skylanders™: A Portal Master’s Guide to Skylands
is an exciting and upbeat in-world guide for fans of the games.
"For the first time ever, fans of Skylanders Universe can look up their heroes from all three smash-hit video
games, including Skylanders SWAP Force. Includes character bios, battle cries and all 256 possible Skylanders
SWAP Force combinations." --Back cover.
Skylanders SWAP Force: Master Eon's Official Guide
Skylanders Official Sticker Book: Meet the Skylanders
Skylanders: A Portal Master’s Guide to Skylands
Skylanders Mask of Power: Stump Smash Crosses the Bone Dragon
Gill Grunt and the Curse of the Fish Master
The Complete CollectionPenguin
Provides character profiles, vehicle information, and strategies for mastering the "Skylanders
Superchargers" game.
Skylanders is the brand new video game and toy experience. Skylanders Mad Libs features 21
original stories for only $3.99.
As sea creatures gang up on the landlubbers of Skylands, and the mermaids of Last Chance Cove
abandon their underwater kingdom, Gill Grunt embarks on an incredible adventure. Based on the
characters from the smash-hit video game, Gill Grunt and the Curse of the Fish Master is the
second novel in the hilarious, enthralling Mask of Power series.
"The all-new Skylanders Universe The Complete Collection includes heroes from all the popular
video games, including the new Skylanders Trap Team. This complete collection includes character
origins, battle cries, and personality traits for hundreds of Skylanders"--Back cover.
Secret Vault of Secrets
Skylanders Superchargers
Lightning Rod Faces the Cyclops Queen
Book of Elements
Skylanders Mask of Power: Trigger Happy Targets the Evil Kaos

Trap Team is the fourth game in the Skylanders franchise, and this official guide is the definitive source for all the new realms and
characters. This 176-page book will help young Portal Masters navigate all the new and exciting adventures in Skylanders Trap Team. Also
includes a fold-out full-color poster.
Skylanders universe
The Mask of Power: Spyro Versus the Mega Monsters #1
Book 8
Master Eon's Ultimate Search-and-find
The Complete Collection : One Book. 321 Skylanders
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